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“One good thing about music, when it hits
you, you feel no pain.”
- Bob Marley

Music isn’t the only thing that doesn’t hurt you
when it hits you. Visual arts can strike us just as
hard, capture our attention and elicit emotions
with the same force that can’t be stopped. Music has always been of inspiration for artists,
because they’re both different languages to our
senses – while music speaks to our soul through
our ears, art speaks to us through our eyes. When
we study a new collection, our goal is always to
narrate a story to the onlookers, making them
feel the same emotions, the same feeling of belonging that good music can make us feel. So, the
brushstrokes become the stringing of the various
chords, well matched colors create the same harmony of a perfectly tuned orchestra, and a new
design becomes a new, wonderful symphony.

We want our collections to give you the same
feeling of comfort and joy that listening to your
favorite song does, so that your home can be
the place you have always wished for. That is a
goal we are committed to, even more so during
these times where a lot of us have been forced
to spend even more time in our personal spaces. Surrounding ourselves with beauty and let it
flow into our soul like the lyrics of a beautiful
song, allowing our eyes to discover the rhythm
of every single color and pattern and finding
the perfect combinations with every piece. Your
home can become your own personal song, and
we hope that we’ll be able to help you write it.
RDicted design studio team

CALTAGIRONE

This page:
Caltagirone - Tarocco in Red
suggested size 1000x200 mm

CALTAGIRONE
for La Fibra
In the heart of the largest island in the Mediterranean, tradition and culture of the ancient Roman,
Greek, and Arab civilizations come together, giving
life to a kaleidoscope of art and colors. Caltagirone
is a city with a rich history, whose name of Arab origin, meaning Castle of jars, is already an indication
of the long ceramic tradition on which the city bases
much of its identity. One of the most beautiful and
easily recognizable parts of the city, in fact, is certainly the main staircase, whose 142 steps, decorated
with artisan majolica, lead visitors to the top of the
hill to admire the spectacular Sicilian landscape. The
staircase is a symbol not only of the city itself, but is
a perfect representation of Caltagirone ceramics, and
is the scene of festivities and historical processions.
The Caltagirone collection wants to be a tribute to
one of the most important Italian artisanal traditions,
representing key symbols of Sicilian culture and history that is usually told through the art of handmade
terracotta. The graphic present typical figures in an
ancient context, almost faded over time, on a concrete background that recalls the decorated staircase.
The color palette has been chosen to recall the colors
of the sun that heats the fields and hills, the red of
the oranges typical of the area, the golden sands that
surround the islands, and every year attract tourists
from all over the world. The beauty and warmth of
Sicily in your own home.

Right, this page / Left, next page:
Caltagirone
mood board inspiration
Right, next page:
Caltagirone - Olive in Green
suggested size 1000x200 mm

Upper to Lower

Caltagirone - Sun
suggested size 1000x200 mm

Caltagirone - Olive
suggested size 1000x200 mm

Caltagirone - Tarocco
suggested size 1000x200 mm

Caltagirone - Sand
suggested size 1000x200 mm

Upper to Lower

Caltagirone - Ink
suggested size 1000x200 mm

Caltagirone - Olive in Green
suggested size 1000x200 mm

Caltagirone - Tarocco in Red
suggested size 1000x200 mm

Caltagirone - Sand in Beige
suggested size 1000x200 mm

REACTION

REACTION
for La Fibra
Arte Informale was an artistic movement that originated, more or less consciously, as a reaction to the
devastation of World War II. Developed between the
late 1940s and 1960s, it touched both Europe and the
United States without distinction. The name underlines the pause between this heterogeneous current
and previous artistic expressions that were focused
on more formal research. It included artists that were
part of various movements like Expressionist and
Surrealist. From this mix originated an art aimed
at irony, provocation and denial of any rationality.
What really matters when it comes to Arte Informale
is the moment of creation, the process during which
the project takes shape, rather than the finished work
in itself. The artistic value therefore doesn’t lie in the
product, but in its execution. The gestural acts and
the choice of material, are vital for the artist, to be
vehicles for their pulses. So a cut on the canvas will be
an expression of caesura, just as the signature picture
of a naked body can be provocative; wrinkled, ruined
surfaces, will recall feelings of unpleasantness or conflict, while smooth surfaces will more easily induce
softness and serenity. The Reaction collection is our
homage to Arte Informale, where we attempt a fusion
of the major protagonists of the movement’s works:
Matter and Gesture.
Within the entire series, gesture and material support seem to proceed hand in hand with the same
strength: the paint strokes merge rhythmically and
then tear abruptly away from the others, just as the
rough background of the wood is suddenly interrupted by the surface of the canvas.
Previous page:
Reaction - North Stone
suggested size 1000x330 mm
Right, this page:
Reaction - Hawthorn
suggested size 1000x300 mm

Reaction - Black & White
suggested size 1000x330 mm
Graphic Detail

Reaction - Petroleum
suggested size 1000x330 mm
Graphic Detail

Reaction - Taupe Army
suggested size 1000x330 mm
Graphic Detail

Reaction - Mushroom
suggested size 1000x330 mm
Graphic Detail

Reaction - Blue
suggested size 1000x330 mm
Graphic Detail

Reaction - Mustard
suggested size 1000x330 mm
Graphic Detail

Reaction - White Sand
suggested size 1000x330 mm
Graphic Detail

ROMAN GARDENS
This page:
Roman Gardens - Green
suggested size 500x500 mm

ROMAN
GARDENS
for La Fibra
The culture and history of ancient Rome is still present to this day in modern Italy, tangible at every
step on the streets, looking around in every city of
the country, taking in the beauty of the architecture that has been left us. The cultural and artistic
remains from Ancient Rome span from buildings to
churches, from paintings to sculpture, a priceless treasure that is still admired to this day. However Roman
gardens, a specific kind of fresco that adorned the
walls of many beautiful buildings of ancient Roman
Empire cities, was almost completely lost, due to the
difficulty of preserving the frescos and the Vesuvio
eruption that destroyed most of them. But of those
that we have still left, we can marvel at the beauty
of the landscapes, the artistry required to paint such
realistic scenes. Roman garden art took the beauty of
nature and captured it forever with paint, no more
prey of the weather and the passing of time, still in
the moment to be admired by the inhabitant of the
villas. With the Roman Garden collection we want to
take a look at what inspired the roman gardens, focus just on the foliage details to shine through. This
way, the complicated landscape disappears to leave
just the natural details of the plants, which takes a
new life with the use of color, from a bolder look to
a more softer, natural one. We homage the tradition
and reinvent it to fit a more modern aesthetic, the
same way Ancient Rome artists took inspiration from
Greek images and mythology and transformed it into
their own vision, infusing it with their own culture and
their own idea of beauty. Once again, nature inspires
humanity since the beginning of times.

Left, this page:
Roman Gardens - Chestnut
suggested size 500x500 mm

Roman Gardens - Blue
suggested size 500x500 mm

Roman Gardens - Gold
suggested size 500x500 mm

Roman Gardens - Red
suggeste size 500x500 mm

Roman Gardens - Grey
suggested size 500x500 mm

Roman Gardens - Black
suggested size 500x500 mm

ATMOSPHERES
This page:
Atmospheres - Mediterraneo
suggested size 1000x3000 mm

Right, this page:
Atmospheres - Mountain Lake
suggested size 1000x3000 mm
Left, this pagee:
Atmospheres
mood board inspiration

ATMOSPHERES
for Lastra 13

Since the beginning of time, humans have been fascinated with the night sky. There is something magical
in looking up and see a vast expanse of infinite, dotted with thousands of faltering lights, knowing that
each tiny dot is a star that is shining a couple of light
years away. We all share the same sky, witness the
same stars - and yet, depending the place on Earth
we’re currently in, the night sky will look different.
Not just the intensity of the stars and how many of
them are visible, but even the color of the night will
have a different shade depending on the location.
What better souvenir from a trip, than to be able to
witness and wonder at the beautiful sight of the night
sky, looking differently with its multitude of colors,
that will be the same and yet different when standing
somewhere else on the planet?
The Atmospheres collection is our homage to the
beautiful views that nature has given us, colored with
shades that can only be witnessed in particular places. The selection of colors recall to mind the shades
that tinge the sky in particular moments, the scattered flecks of white pain the myriad of stars in the
universe, and the viewer can either see white, fluffy
clouds or a foggy horizon.
We wanted to create this project for Lastra 13 to take
advantage of the big size allowed by the support, to
give everyone the gift to have their night sky, customized to the perfect atmosphere of their own homes.

Left, this page:
Atmospheres
mood board inspiration

Atmospheres - Mediterraneo
suggested size 1000x3000 mm
Graphic Detail

Atmospheres - Mountain Lake
suggested size 1000x3000 mm
Graphic Detail

Atmospheres - Bush Fire
suggested size 1000x3000 mm
Graphic Detail

Atmospheres - Desert Night
suggested size 1000x3000 mm
Graphic Detail

Atmospheres - Everest
suggested size 1000x3000 mm
Graphic Detail

DECADENT

DECADENT
for Lastra 13
Inspired by a desire to rebel against the values considered normal by the society and culture of the time,
Decadentism found maximum artistic expression in
the literature and painting of the so-called cursed artists, painters and poets disliked by bourgeois society
for their diversity. The concept of extraneousness and
rebellion to the social context was resumed in the following century albeit with a different name, with the
Hippy movement of the 60s.
If at first glance the two movements don’t seem to
have elements in common, when looking deeper into
it they both share a sense of extraneousness from
the higher social classes, along with a run-down artistic expression, almost casual in its beauty. Some
elements of this artistic expression are still used
today, having taken on a new life and having been
enhanced in new key concepts.
The Decadent collection wants to show an idea of refined neglect, of deliberately ruined beauty, whose
imperfections become key points.
The graphic recalls the idea of the Hippy tie-dye trend,
while presenting a range of colors more neutral and
dark. The final effect shows a charm of beauty ruined
over time that manages to give elegance and complexity to the environment.
Like the movement from which the name is inspired,
we transform a negative starting concept into a value
to show off with pride.

Previous page:
Decadent - Cyan
suggested size 1000x2000 mm
Right, this page:
Decadent - Mud
suggested size 1000x2000 mm

Decadent - Green
suggested size 1000x2000 mm
Graphic Detail

Decadent - Taupe
suggested size 1000x2000 mm
Graphic Detail

Decadent - Multicolor
suggested size 1000x2000 mm
Graphic Detail

Decadent - Grey
suggested size 1000x2000 mm
Graphic Detail

TRADITIONS
This page:
Traditions - Single Colors - Verde Acqua
size 100x100 mm

TRADITIONS
for La Fornace

Since humanity started creating art, they always
took inspiration from the nature surrounding them,
both in terms of colors and form. A clear example of
this is traditional terracotta, which typically used the
color of natural clays. It shouldn’t be surprising that
even with glazed terracotta, where almost all colors
are virtually possible, the idea of nature was always
present, strongly influencing every artistic vision. The
idea for the Tradition collection is born out of simplicity and elegance, of an old look that has been
made modern by the choice of colors combinations,
to showcase the blending of both visions. The collections is characterized by a color palette that is heavily
inspired by the different elements of nature, with all
its shades and tone differences.
We have designed a selection of single colors that
would create the best result as a full wall look; different shades of blues and greens to reflect the idea
of water and plants, characteristics of what makes
our planet liveable for humans and so the most important. The beauty of handmade terracotta is what
makes our La Fornace material so special. Each piece
is shaped by the hands of the artisans, dried in traditional kilns and then glazed one by one, so that every
piece is unique and never the exact same as the others. Because of the unique process, the size and the
colors of each La Fornace collection are chosen after
deep studies and research not only of the market, but
also of the likely end results.

Left, this page:
Traditions - Single Colors
mood board insipration

Traditions - Single Colors - Alloro
size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Single Colors - Giungla
size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Single Colors - Ginepro
size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Single Colors - Metallico
size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Single Colors - Mediterraneo
size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Single Colors - Palude
size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Single Colors - Oceano
size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Single Colors - Verde Acqua
size 100x100 mm

Traditions - Single Colors - Nuvola
size 100x100 mm
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